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Abstract
The Canadian Centre for Mine Action Technologies, at the request of the Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, provided personnel to the
Republic of Colombia to aide the Colombian authorities in running metal detector
trials with a goal to select the most suitable detectors for finding land mines in
Colombia. During a preliminary visit in the spring of 2001, a senior technologist and
a manager visited Bogotá, Colombia to see first hand the situation there. In spring
2002, the senior technologist and another technologist visited Colombia for one week
to demonstrate the trial process and assist in selection of detector trial sites through
measuring soil samples. Results of the trials were inconclusive in identifying the
most suitable detectors for Colombia. However, valuable information about the wide
variations in deminer performance in Colombia was obtained.

Résumé
Le Centre canadien des technologies de déminage a mis du personnel à la disposition
de la République de Colombie, à la requête du ministère canadien des Affaires
étrangères et du Commerce international, pour aider les autorités colombiennes à
effectuer des essais de détecteurs de métal. Ces essais visent à sélectionner le
détecteur de mines terrestres jugé le plus efficace pour la Colombie. Durant une visite
préliminaire, au printemps 2001, un technicien spécialiste supérieur et un directeur du
Centre ont visité Bogota, en Colombie, pour se rendre compte de la situation,
directement sur les lieux. Durant une semaine, au printemps 2002, le technicien
spécialiste et un autre technologue ont visité la Colombie, pour faire la démonstration
des procédures qui régissent les essais. Ils ont aussi prêté assistance, au niveau de la
sélection des sites des essais de détecteurs, en effectuant l’étude des échantillons des
sols. Les résultats de ces essais n’ont pas été concluants mais des renseignements
utiles ont été obtenus quant à la performance très variable des démineurs, en
Colombie.
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Executive summary
Introduction
The Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT) in
support of the Ottawa Process had an interest in Colombia’s anti-personnel land mine
problem. DFAIT requested the assistance of DRDC Suffield and the Canadian Centre
for Mine Action Technologies to provide guidance to Colombian authorities in
selecting metal detectors for use in land mine detection. Previous experience by
DRDC/CCMAT personnel testing metal detectors provided a foundation to develop a
test plan for Colombia.
During initial meetings August 2001 in Bogotá, the manager of CCMAT and a senior
technologist met with Colombian authorities. The primary threat was described as
improvised explosive devices (IEDs). It was explained that at that time, CCMAT did
not have a technical solution to that difficult IED problem, but could contribute to the
selection process of the best metal detector for detecting landmines in Colombia.

The Trial
The procedure was adapted from experience in field-testing a large number of
detectors from various manufacturers around the world. Based on this experience,
selected detectors from a short list were purchased by CCMAT for use in this trial.
This method of evaluating metal detectors suffers from wide variation due to
operators and therefore it was expected that at least six operators would be required
for manufacturer training and for each of the trial sites.
During a metal detector trial, lanes are marked out, targets buried and then operators
use the metal detectors to sweep the lanes looking for buried metal objects. The
operators then mark the locations of these detections. The positions of the targets and
markers within the lanes are measured and compared.
In previous CCMAT trials, personnel collected the positional data by using two tape
measures and at least four personnel. An alternative method was tested and found to
be feasible using a land surveyor laser-based total station. It required one person to
operate the total station and one person to place a corner prism over the target or
marker. A large trials team was not feasible in these circumstances, making the
manpower saving desirable.

Site Selection
Several sites within Bogotá were visited during the initial visit and soil measurements
were made using a Bartington MS2 susceptibility meter and a Geonics EM38
conductivity meter. These instruments showed indications of the difficulties these
soils present when using metal detectors. Soils with higher values of susceptibility
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generally cause alarms when using detectors that are not able to adjust to the soil
conditions. Low conductivity values for measured soils did not indicate problem
levels for this parameter. With site security also being a concern, the first trial site
selected at the beginning of the second visit was a horse pasture within the Artillery
School Base. The soil at that site was not a problem.
Additional sites were Niquia, Larandia, and a military base at Apiay. These were at
locations in other parts of Colombia and were suggested by Colombian officials,
based on their impressions and experience where challenging soil conditions could be
found. The trial sites were confirmed based on susceptibility measurements of soil
samples by CCMAT technical staff.

Targets
Since specific land mine threats were not available, three metal targets of different
sizes and materials were buried at depths from 5 to 30 cm in each of two lanes at each
site. Two of the targets were cut from thick walled tubing, the first 5 cm long and the
second 2 cm. The third target was a 0.5 cm diameter steel ball. Each target and depth
combination was repeated to help in post trial analysis where a target may be buried
in close proximity to another metal object that was not removed during lane
preparation. The targets were obtained locally and chosen with the approval of the
Colombian authorities. A novel technique was used to bury the targets at depth and
facilitate recovery.

Detectors
The detectors purchased by CCMAT were the CEIA MIL-D1, Ebinger 420PB/D,
Minelab F1A4 (CMAC) and Vallon VMH2. A Schiebel AN19/2 was later added to
the detectors tested. The local authorities were familiar with the Ebinger and Schiebel
detectors and included them as benchmarks for comparison.

Survey Equipment and Data Recording
A local surveyor and his equipment were contracted by CCMAT through the
Canadian Embassy for each of the test sites. The surveyor was to provide the position
data in the form of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.

General Procedure
The trial methods and goals were explained to the operators, their supervisor and the
trial director. One day was allocated for each manufacturer (Ebinger, CEIA, Minelab
and Vallon) to provide training for the operators in proper use of their detectors. The
Schiebel detector was added at the last minute for inclusion in the trial. The operators
had previous experience with the detector and manufacturer training was not
available.
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Following the selection of a suitable site, an area cleared of metal was marked off into
two parallel lanes each approximately thirty-five meters by one meter. The lane
separation ensured that two detectors could operate at the same time without
interference. Each operator used each detector model to cover both lanes and place a
marker at the detection locations. This is a quality assurance procedure to confirm
that the lanes are essentially metal free for all detectors. When the soil interferes with
detector operation, distinguishing between a metal object and soil in making the lanes
metal free is difficult and time consuming. The marker positions were then measured
with the survey total station. The procedure of having the operators pass over the
lanes before and after target burial was to aid in the analysis where a target may have
been buried near another metal object that was not cleared during site preparation.
The targets were then buried inside the lanes at predetermined positions and depths.
Each target was no closer that one-meter to its nearest neighbour. The position of
each target was measured and corresponding target depth recorded in a logbook.
Each operator used each detector model to cover both lanes again and place a marker
at the detection locations. The marker positions were again measured with the survey
equipment.

Data Analysis
The detector trials were conducted at four sites. The trial procedure was generally
followed but there was apparently some adaptation based on the time and resources
available. Although CCMAT staff had conveyed the background and justification for
the trial procedure, on site deviations from these procedures occurred.
The distance between each marker and each target within each lane was calculated.
An arbitrary detection halo around each target was set at 200 mm. The distance is
approximately the diameter of one sensor head and captures most detections near a
target. There is some variation in where operators place the markers. Increasing the
halo size to 300 mm diameter only increases the targets detected by a few counts.
Marker locations outside the halo were deemed false alarms.
A perfect detector would show one hundred percent detection and zero false alarms.

Artillery School Base Site
This was the first trial site and minor adjustments were made to the procedures. The
use of the total station had procedural problems that demonstrated a dry run of the
process should have been conducted before having the operators use the detectors
within the lanes. Specifically, part of the set-up for the total station involves defining
“North”. It appears in some of the data that “North” had been reset to a different
angle and therefore the marker locations were rotated and some points were indicated
well outside the lanes. It is known that the targets were at least 100 mm inside the
lanes and the markers were not generally outside the lane perimeters. Three reference
locations measured before and after each lane measurement would have provided
information to confirm that the set-up had not changed or to provide corrective action
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if it had. The expiry dates of visitor visas for CCMAT staff did not allow extending
the time on site to ensure that the data conversion process was satisfactory. A request
was made through the Canadian Embassy in Bogotá that at future sites reference
markers be measured before and after each lane measurement but that advice was not
followed. This problem did not seem to occur again at subsequent sites.
The data was given to the trial staff by the surveyor on the morning following data
collection but there were problems. On one occasion, the floppy disk contents could
not be read. Without a translator and transportation, evaluation of the data the same
evening after the process of transferring the data from the total station into a
spreadsheet was not possible. The result was at least a one-day delay between data
collection, analysis and corrective action.
Some of the operator-detector combinations at this site probably provided satisfactory
data but there was no clear indication that confirmed or denied accurate positions
within the lanes and targets.

Sitio Niquia
The surveyor was not present at this site due to administrative delays. The marker
positions were measured with a magnetic compass and a tape measure. The accuracy
of the data was deemed inadequate for analysis.

Larandia
A similar two-lane layout was established in the Province of Caqueta. The process
conducted at the Artillery School in Bogotá was repeated. Seven operators usually
used the same detector from each model for most of the passes. Occasionally the
second detector for that model was used. The data for both detectors from a
manufacturer were lumped together for analysis. There were differences in the
detection rate and false alarm rate, however the standard deviation was so large that
statistically there was little difference between the detectors.

Apiay
A similar two-lane layout was established in the Province of Villavicencio at the
Military Base Apiay. The process conducted at the Artillery School in Bogotá was
repeated. Five to seven operators usually used the same detector from each model for
most of the passes. Occasionally the second detector for that model was used. The
data for both detectors from a model were lumped together for analysis. There were
differences in the detection rate and false alarm rate, however the standard deviation
was so large that statistically there was little difference between the detectors.

Conclusions
This trial used a novel method of collecting position data for analysis of metal
detector performance. The rate of detection and false alarms per square metre were
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calculated from the lane area and detection marker proximity to three target types at
several depths. A surveyor laser-based “total station “ demonstrated it is capable of
providing significant improvements in data collection in terms of reduced manpower
requirements and accuracy compared with the method of two tape measures used in
previous trials. The device has a degree of complexity in use that requires additional
care in operation. Minor changes in terms of measuring three or four reference stakes
before and after each set of targets and markers within each lane would provide
confidence in the quality of the data and assist in making corrections if certain types
of actions are inadvertently made.
The measurement of soil samples from various regions within Colombia provided
readings of magnetic susceptibility that far exceeded any previously seen by CCMAT
staff. Those numbers indicate that even the soil compensating detectors such as the
Minelab detector, may not cope well in those areas. That issue will not be resolved
within the context of this report because CCMAT staff members were not able to
observe performance first hand and adequate observations were not available from
Colombian authorities.
It was hoped that the number of operators using all of the detectors in all of the lanes
would provide some insight to variations of operators. Since the CCMAT staff were
not present for all of the trials and the Colombian project officer confirmed that the
operators were using the detectors as they would in real mine lanes, further comments
can not be made on the process of these trials. However, it was observed that there
was a wide variation in the performance of the operators for each detector type. If
this practice occurred within mined areas, their safety would be jeopardized.
Training, standard operating procedures and personnel ability should be reviewed.

Detector Recommendations
There are reasonable data for two sites (Larandia and Apiay) despite the difficulties
described earlier. Unlike other trials, these results do not show any statistically
significant separation in performance between the detectors. The goal of the trial was
to find the best detector(s) for use in Colombia. This goal was not achieved, although
based on previous experience it should have been. However, previous trials in other
locations show, with few exceptions, that the Minelab F1A4 detector excels at
detecting small targets in difficult soils. The CEIA MIL-D1 has slightly exceeded the
Minelab detector in very benign soils but does not seem to be up to Minelab abilities
in highly problem soils. In October 2002 trials in Australia, the CEIA detector
actually became unusable over one type of difficult soil. The Vallon generally
performed less well in difficult soils however did fine in benign soils. Given the
difficult soil in Colombia, the Minelab F1A4 would be the best choice for mine
detection in that country.

Toews, J.D., Sirovyak, W., 2003, Metal Detector Trial – Colombia, DRDC Suffield
TM 2003-099.
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Sommaire
Introduction
Le ministère canadien des Affaires étrangères et du Commerce international
(MAECI), en soutien au processus d’Ottawa, s’intéresse au problème colombien des
mines terrestres antipersonnel. À la requête du MAECI, le RDDC et le Centre
canadien des technologies de déminage ont conseillé les autorités colombiennes, au
sujet de la sélection des détecteurs de métal des mines terrestres. Le personnel du
RDDC et du CCTD s’est basé sur son expérience antérieure au sujet des essais de
détecteurs de métal pour mettre au point un protocole de test pour la Colombie.
En août 2001, à Bogota, le directeur du CCTD et un technicien spécialiste ont d’abord
rencontré les autorités colombiennes. La menace la plus importante ayant été
présentée comme provenant des engins explosifs improvisés, le CCTD a expliqué,
qu’à ce point-ci, il n’existait pas de solution à ce problème technique difficile mais
qu’il pouvait, par contre, contribuer aux procédures de sélection du détecteur de
mines terrestres qui serait le plus efficace en Colombie.

Les essais
La procédure a été adaptée à partir de l’expérience acquise antérieurement par les
essais sur le terrain d’un grand nombre de détecteurs provenant de différents
fabricants situés tout autour du monde. Le CCTD a acheté les détecteurs, sélectionnés
pour ces essais à partir d’une liste courte de détecteurs qui avait été établie en
fonction de cette expérience acquise. Cette méthode d’évaluation des détecteurs de
métal subit de grandes variations dues aux opérateurs et il avait été prévu qu’au moins
six opérateurs seraient requis pour recevoir la formation offerte, par chaque fabricant,
à chaque site des essais.
Durant chaque essai de détecteur de métal, les voies sont démarquées et les cibles
sont enterrées puis les opérateurs utilisent les détecteurs de métal pour balayer les
voies en cherchant les objets métalliques enfouis. Les opérateurs marquent ensuite les
endroits détectés. La position de chaque cible ainsi que celles des repères sont
mesurées et comparées.
Durant les essais effectués précédemment par le CCTD, quatre personnes
recueillaient les données positionnelles en utilisant deux rubans à mesurer. Une autre
méthode utilisant une station totalisatrice d’arpentage géomètre par laser a été testée
et s’est révélée applicable. Une personne suffit pour opérer la station totalisatrice et
une autre pour placer les prismes triangulaires sur les cibles ou les repères. Une
grande équipe n’est donc pas nécessaire pour effectuer les tests et cette économie de
personnel est un avantage.
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Choix des sites
Plusieurs sites de Bogota ont été examinés pendant la première visite et des relevés de
sol ont été effectués au moyen d’une sonde de susceptibilité magnétique Bartington
MS2 et d’un conductivitimètre Geonics EM38. Ces instruments indiquent les
difficultés que ces sols présentent quand on utilise des détecteurs de métal. Les sols
ayant des valeurs de susceptibilité plus hautes déclenchent généralement des alarmes
quand on utilise des détecteurs incapables de s’ajuster aux conditions du sol. Les
valeurs de faible conductivité des sols sélectionnés n’indiquaient pas des niveaux
pouvant causer des problèmes dans ces paramètres. La sécurité du site étant une
préoccupation, un pâturage pour chevaux appartenant à la Base de l’école d’artillerie
a été choisi comme premier site d’essai, au début de la seconde visite. Le sol de cette
base n’a pas présenté de problèmes.
Les autres sites étaient Niquia, Larandia et une base militaire à Apiay. Ils étaient
situés en différents endroits de la Colombie et avaient été suggérés par des
fonctionnaires colombiens. Ces derniers avaient basé leur décision sur leurs
impressions et leur expérience pour trouver des conditions de sol difficiles. Ces sites
d’essais ont été confirmés par des relevés de susceptibilité d’échantillons de sol
effectués par le personnel technique du CCTD.

Les cibles
Les menaces de mines terrestres spécifiques n’étant pas disponibles, trois cibles
métalliques de tailles différentes et autres matériaux ont été enterrés à des profondeurs
de 5 à 30 cm dans chacune des deux voies, à chaque site. Deux de ces cibles avaient
été découpées dans de la tuyauterie aux parois épaisses. Le premier mesurait 5 cm de
long et le deuxième 2 cm. La troisième cible était une bille en acier de 0.5 cm de
diamètre. Chaque combinaison de cible et de profondeur avait été répliquée pour les
analyses postérieures aux essais, au cas où une cible aurait été enterrée à proximité
d’un autre objet métallique qui n’aurait pas été enlevé durant la préparation des voies.
Les cibles avaient été obtenues au niveau local et choisies avec le consentement des
autorités colombiennes. Une nouvelle technique permettant d’enterrer les cibles à la
profondeur désirée et d’en faciliter la récupération a été utilisée.
Détecteurs
Les détecteurs achetés par le CCTD étaient le CEIA MIL-D1, Ebinger 420PB/D,
Minelab F1A4 (CMAC) et Vallon VMH2. Un Schiebel AN19/2 a plus tard été ajouté
aux détecteurs à tester. Les autorités locales connaissaient les détecteurs Ebinger et
Schiebel et les ont inclus comme données repères de comparaison.

L’équipement de levée de plan et l’enregistrement des données
Un arpenteur du pays ayant son équipement a été embauché sous contrat par le
CCTD, par l’entremise de l’ambassade canadienne, pour chacun des sites d’essais.
L’arpenteur devait fournir les données positionnelles sous forme d’une feuille de
calcul Microsoft Excel.
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Procédure générale
Les méthodes et les objectifs des essais ont été expliqués aux opérateurs, aux
superviseurs et au directeur des essais. Une journée a été consacrée à chaque fabricant
(Ebinger, CEIA, Minelab et Vallon) pour que ceux-ci entraînent les opérateurs à
utiliser leurs détecteurs correctement. Le détecteur Schiebel, ajouté à la dernière
minute, a été inclus dans les essais. Le fabricant n’était pas disponible pour former les
opérateurs mais ces derniers en avaient l’expérience.
Après avoir sélectionné un site adapté, une zone dans laquelle on avait préalablement
enlevé les matériaux métalliques a été démarquée en deux voies parallèles, chacune
mesurant approximativement trente-cinq mètres par un mètre. La séparation entre les
voies permettait que deux détecteurs puissent opérer en même temps sans
interférence. Chaque opérateur a utilisé chaque modèle de détecteur en couvrant les
deux voies à la fois et a placé des repères à chaque endroit où des métaux avaient été
détectés. Cette méthode est une procédure d’assurance de qualité confirmant que les
voies sont essentiellement exemptes de métal pour tous les détecteurs. Quand le sol
interfère avec l’opération du détecteur, il est difficile de distinguer entre l’objet
métallique et le sol et cela prendrait trop de temps d’extraire le métal des voies. La
position des repères a été ensuite mesurée avec la station totalisatrice d’arpentage. La
procédure permettant à l’opérateur de faire un passage sur les voies avant et après
l’enfouissement des cibles a facilité l’analyse des cibles ayant pu être enterrées à côté
d’un autre objet métallique qui n’avait pas été enlevé durant la préparation du site.
Les cibles ont ensuite été enterrées à l’intérieur des voies à des positions et à des
profondeurs prédéterminées. Les cibles les plus proches étaient situées au moins à
plus d’un mètre les unes des autres. La position de chaque cible ainsi que sa
profondeur correspondante a été enregistrée dans un carnet de sondage.
Chaque opérateur a utilisé chaque modèle de détecteur pour couvrir de nouveau les
deux voies et placer un repère à chaque endroit de détection. La positon des repères a
été de nouveau mesurée avec l’équipement de relevé.

Analyse des données
Les essais de détecteurs ont été conduits à quatre sites différents. La procédure des
essais a généralement été respectée mais il semble que certaines adaptations aux
impératifs de temps et de disponibilité des ressources ont été nécessaires. Le
personnel du CCTD avait communiqué des informations pertinentes ainsi que la
justification de ces procédures mais des écarts de procédure se sont produit au niveau
des sites.
La distance entre chaque repère et chaque cible à l’intérieur de chaque voie a été
calculée. Un halo de détection autour de chaque cible a été établi arbitrairement à 200
mm. Cette distance correspond approximativement au diamètre de la tête du senseur
et capture la plupart des détections près d’une cible. Il existait quelques variations à
propos de l’endroit où les opérateurs plaçaient leurs repères. L’augmentation du halo
à une taille de 300 mm de diamètre avait abouti à augmenter la détection de
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seulement quelques cibles. Les repères situés à l’extérieur du halo ont été considérés
comme des fausses alarmes.
Le parfait détecteur devrait détecter cent pourcent des cibles et ne devrait indiquer
aucune fausse alarme.

Le site de la base de l’école d’artillerie
Ce site était le premier de la série et les procédures ont dû subir des ajustements
mineurs. L’utilisation de la station totalisatrice présentait des problèmes indiquant
qu’un exercice d’entraînement aurait dû être conduit avant que les opérateurs utilisent
les détecteurs à l’intérieur des voies. Une partie de la configuration de la station
totalisatrice consiste à définir la position « Nord » et il est apparu, dans certaines
données, que la position « Nord » avait été réinitialisée à un angle différent causant
ainsi une rotation de la position des repères et indiquant des points de repère bien à
l’extérieur des voies. On savait que les cibles étaient au moins à 100 mm à l’intérieur
des voies et les repères n’avaient pas généralement été placés à l’extérieur du
périmètre des voies. Trois endroits de référence auraient fourni les renseignements
avant et après chaque mesure de voies et auraient confirmé que la configuration
n’avait pas changé ou auraient apporté des corrections si nécessaire. Les dates
d’expiration des visas pour visiteurs n’ont pas permis au personnel du CCTD
d’étendre la période de son séjour pour vérifier si la procédure de conversion des
données des sites avait été accomplie de manière satisfaisante. On a fait la requête,
par l’entremise de l’ambassade canadienne à Bogota, que des repères de références
soient mesurés aux futurs sites avant et après chaque relevé de voies mais ce conseil
n’a pas été suivi. Ce problème ne semble pas avoir réapparu aux sites suivants.
Les données ont été envoyées au personnel des essais, par l’arpenteur, le matin du
recueil des données mais il y a eu des problèmes. Le contenu d’une disquette était
impossible à lire. L’évaluation des données le soir même après les avoir transférées
sur une feuille de calcul à partir de la station totalisatrice était impossible à accomplir
sans la présence d’un traducteur et la disponibilité des moyens de transport. Les
résultats n’étaient obtenus qu’après un délai d’au moins une journée entre le recueil
des données, l’analyse et les mesures correctives.
Quelques-uns unes des combinaisons opérateur-détecteur de ce site ont probablement
fourni des données satisfaisantes mais il n’était pas clairement indiqué si les positions
des cibles à l’intérieur des voies avaient été confirmées ou rejetées.

Sitio Niquia
L’arpenteur n’était pas présent au site pour cause de délais administratifs. La position
des repères avait été mesurée avec un compas magnétique et un ruban à mesurer et la
précision des données à été jugée inadéquate pour l’analyse.
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Larandia
Une implantation similaire à 2 voies a été établie dans la province de Caqueta et la
procédure utilisée à la base de l’école d’artillerie de Bogota a été répétée. Sept
opérateurs ont généralement utilisé le même détecteur de chaque modèle pour la
plupart des passages. Le second détecteur d’un certain modèle a occasionnellement
été utilisé. Les données des deux détecteurs provenant du même fabricant n’ont pas
été séparées à l’analyse. Il y avait des différences entre le taux de détection et celui
des fausses alarmes mais l’écart-type était si important que statistiquement il n'y avait
pas de différence entre les détecteurs.

Apiay
Une implantation similaire à 2 voies a été établie dans la province de Villavicencio à
la base militaire d’Apiay où la procédure de la base de l’école d’artillerie de Bogota a
été répétée. Entre cinq et sept opérateurs ont généralement utilisé le même détecteur
de chaque modèle pour la plupart des passages. Le second détecteur d’un certain
modèle a occasionnellement été utilisé. Les données des deux détecteurs provenant du
même fabricant n’ont pas été séparées à l’analyse. Il y avait des différences entre le
taux de détection et celui des fausses alarmes mais l’écart-type était si important que
statistiquement il n’y avait pas de différence entre les détecteurs.

Conclusions
Cet essai a utilisé une méthode nouvelle de recueil des données positionnelles pour
l’analyse du rendement des détecteurs de métal. Le taux de détection et des fausses
alarmes par mètre carré a été calculé à partir de la surface des voies et de la proximité
des repères de détection par rapport à trois types de cibles enterrées à des profondeurs
différentes. Comparée à la méthode des rubans à mesurer utilisée durant les essais
précédents Comparée à la méthode des rubans à mesurer utilisée durant les essais
précédents, la « station totalisatrice » d’arpentage géomètre par laser a prouvé sa
capacité à apporter d’importantes améliorations pour le recueil des données, en termes
des exigences de la réduction du personnel et de la précision. Cet appareil présente
cependant un certain niveau de difficulté dans son utilisation ce qui exige une
diligence plus accentuée durant son opération. Des changements mineurs permettant
le relevé de trois ou quatre jalons de référence avant et après chaque ensemble de
cibles et de leurs repères à l’intérieur de chaque voie donneraient confiance en la
qualité des données et faciliteraient les corrections de certains types d’actions
accomplies par erreur.
Les mesures des échantillons de sol provenant de différentes régions de la Colombie
ont fourni des renseignements sur la susceptibilité magnétique qui dépassaient de loin
ceux précédemment observés par le personnel du CCTD. Ces chiffres indiquent que
même les détecteurs compensateurs de sol tels que le détecteur Minelab ne sont pas
assez efficaces dans ces régions. Ce problème n’est pas résolu dans le contexte de ce
rapport, le personnel du CCTD n’ayant pas eu l’opportunité d’observer le rendement
directement et les autorités colombiennes n’ayant pas mis d’observations adéquates à
sa disposition.
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On espérait que le nombre d’opérateurs qui utilisaient tous les détecteurs dans toutes
les voies fournirait un aperçu quant aux variations qu’ils apportaient. Le CCTD
n’ayant pas été présent à tous les essais et l’agent de projet ayant confirmé que les
opérateurs utilisaient les détecteurs comme s’il s’agissait de réelles voies minées, il
n’est pas possible d’apporter un complément d’observations au sujet de la procédure
de ces essais. Il a été cependant observé qu’il existait une variation importante entre
les performances des opérateurs pour chaque type de détecteur. Si de telles pratiques
étaient utilisées dans des zones réellement minées, la sécurité des opérateurs serait
mise en danger. La formation, les procédures normalisées d’opération et les
compétences du personnel devraient être réexaminées.

Recommandations au sujet des détecteurs
Des données raisonnables ont été obtenues à partir de deux sites (Larandia et Apiay)
malgré les difficultés mentionnées plus haut. À l’opposé des autres essais, ces
résultats n’indiquent pas de séparation statistiquement importante entre le rendement
des détecteurs. Le but de ces essais était de déterminer le détecteur qui serait le plus
efficace en Colombie et ce but n’a pas été atteint même si, à cause de l’expérience
acquise antérieurement, il aurait dû l’être. Des essais précédents en d’autres endroits
indiquent cependant avec peu d’exceptions que le détecteur Minelab F1A4 excelle à
détecter les petites cibles dans des sols difficiles. Le CEIA MIL-Dl a légèrement
surpassé le détecteur Minelab dans des sols de difficulté bénigne mais ne semble pas
égaler le Minelab dans les sols très problématiques. Durant les essais d’Australie en
octobre 2002, le détecteur CEIA est en fait devenu inutilisable dans un certain type
difficile de sol. Étant donné la difficulté des sols colombiens, le Minelab F1A4 serait
le meilleur choix d’appareil de détection, dans ce pays.

Toews, J.D., Sirovyak, W., 2003, Metal Detector Trial – Colombia, DRDC Suffield
TM 2003-099.
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1.

Introduction.

1.1 Background.
This document presents results of tests conducted in various locations within
Colombia as part of international land mine initiatives raised by the Canadian
Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade (DFAIT). The Canadian
Centre for Mine Action Technologies (CCMAT) was requested by DFAIT to assist in
conducting metal detector trials in Colombia with a goal of determining which
detector(s) would be best suited for use in Colombia. CCMAT, which is co-located
with DRDC Suffield (formerly Defence Research Establishment Suffield - DRES),
called on the expertise of DRDC Suffield staff to conduct these tests. DRDC Suffield
has been involved in research and testing of sensors for use in UXO and land mine
detection since the late 1970s. The work has included several international trials,
including Cambodia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Afghanistan and Bosnia.
At initial meetings with various Colombian authorities including Army, Navy, Air
Force and several police forces, Mr. Al Carruthers (Manager CCMAT) and one of the
authors (Jack Toews) listened to local concerns about the land mine threat, which
consisted mainly of improvised explosive devices (IEDs). These are generally very
difficult if not impossible to detect with current metal detector technology. We were
unable to provide answers to this particular problem. However, we offered to show
them how they could conduct trials to determine which detector(s) would be most
suitable for detection of conventional land mines in Colombia.

1.2 The Trial
Detailed description of the trial procedure used is given in a related document [1].
Here we only include a brief overview of this trial for easy reference.
The concept behind the trial came from experience in testing a large number of
detectors from various manufacturers worldwide [1]. Based on this experience,
selected detectors from a short list were purchased by CCMAT for testing in
Colombia. It was expected that at least six personnel would be available to take
manufacturer training and act as detector operators for each of the sites that they
would visit. Three different targets would be buried at depths from 5 to 30 cm in two
lanes at each site. The target-depths would be repeated. Several sites that represent
the extent of detection difficulties would be selected by local authorities. It was
suggested that a suitable trials officer and trials director be identified.

1.3 Site Selection
A few sites were visited during the first trip to Bogotá and measurements were made
using a Bartington MS2 susceptibility meter and a Geonics EM38 conductivity meter.
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These measurements may provide an indication of the difficulty of the soil to metal
detectors. The trial locations required security to prevent disturbance to the test lanes
for the duration of the trials. The Artillery School Base was selected for the first site.
The authors were present for most of the trials at the first site. Soil samples were
obtained from several possible sites around Colombia. The authors measured the
susceptibility of the soil samples at the Canadian Embassy. The numbers varied
widely and some provided very large numbers that had not been previously seen.
Annex C contains a summary of the susceptibility measurements results of soil
samples provided Colombian authorities.
A few sites were visited during the first visit to Bogotá in April 2002 for possible use
as trial sites. All had shortcomings. Early during the second visit, several sites,
including two small arms artillery ranges were reviewed but rejected due to metal
contamination and possible scheduling conflicts. A community facility, which
included a soccer pitch, was not suitable due to community weekend activities and
likely disturbance of the mine lanes. Proximity to buildings and infrastructure (power
lines and services) to the mine lanes was also a concern. A horse pasture at the
Artillery School Base became the first trial site. The area was flat, somewhat remote
for vehicle and foot traffic, and could be mowed short. There was considerable
buried contamination because of picnic activities (bottle caps, tin cans, etc.) that
required removal. The soil had low magnetic susceptibility.
The second site selected was Niquia. As a result of administrative delays, surveyors
were not available for this site.
The third site was Larandia. Data collected from this site were deemed valid with few
errors.
The fourth site was a military base at Apiay. Data collected from this site were also
deemed valid with few errors.

1.4 Targets
Three targets were selected after consultation with the local authorities. They provide
challenge and variety in terms of detection difficulty at different burial depths.
The three targets were chosen from the four shown in Figure 1. The first target,
designated as ‘grande’, was a 5-cm. long piece cut from thick walled aluminium
tubing. The second target, designated ‘mediano’, was a 2-cm.-piece cut from the
same tubing. Both of these targets were buried with the orientation of the tubing
vertical. The third target, designated ‘pequeno’, was a steel ball of 0.5 cm diameter
and was difficult to detect and chosen over the smaller ball as the third target. The
targets were not housed in a larger body, which would have eased burial and retrieval.
An adhesive tape was used to capture the target and the tag end of the tape was cut to
length of burial depth. Figure 2 shows the top end of the tape prior to final burial. A
hole was punched in the ground, the target placed over the hole and a dowel used to
push the target into the ground until the tag end of the tape was flush with the surface.
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Figure 1. Targets –from left to right: small ball, ‘pequeno’, ‘mediano’, ‘grande’

Figure 2. Tape end prior to final burial. The top of the tape to the top of the target is the burial depth
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1.5 Detectors
Most of the detectors for the trial were purchased and provided by CCMAT. Two
serial numbers from each manufacturer were acquired. They are listed in alphabetical
order:
CEIA MIL-D1
Ebinger 420PB/D
Minelab F1A4 (CMAC)
Vallon VMH2
A single Schiebel AN19/2 was later added to the detectors tested by the Colombian
authorities. The local authorities were familiar with the Ebinger and Schiebel
detectors and included them as benchmarks for comparison.

1.6 Survey Equipment and Data recording
A local surveyor was contracted by CCMAT to provide the total station equipment
and an operator for each of the test sites. Canadian Embassy staff assisted in making
those arrangements. The surveyor provided the data in Microsoft Excel format as
X-Y co-ordinate pairs.
The survey operator placed a benchmark stake in the ground, which facilitated
replacing the tripod and total station over the same reference at the start of each day.
There was a set-up procedure to ensure that the North reference was the same each
day and that the tripod base was level. The surveyor total station and operators are
shown in Figure 3. The surveyors are shown taking a marker location measurement
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the corner prism being placed over a marker button.
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Figure 3. Surveyor Total Station and Operators

Figure 4. Surveyor taking a marker location measurement
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Figure 5. Corner prism being placed over a marker button

The total station uses a laser to accurately measure the distance to the corner prism.
(The mechanical holder of the prism had markings that allowed for easy and accurate
location). Two encoders measure the horizontal rotation angle from the North
reference and the point down angle (angle between line of sight and horizontal plane).
These three values can be converted into X and Y positions assuming the lanes are
reasonably flat. The three values, which were stored in the total station after each
measurement could be displayed in various ways. As well, the values were logged in
a book including data serial number, day, lane number, and, in some cases, operator
and detector make and serial number. Log sheets were provided to record the site, the
operator, make and serial number of detector, lane number, date, start time, end time,
weather, and other comments for each operator-detector-lane run. In addition, the
important range of measurement numbers for each operator-detector-lane run from
the total station was recorded. A log sheet was also provided to record target-depths
and total station data references to capture target locations.

1.7 General Procedure
The trial methods and goals were explained to the operators, their supervisor and the
trial director. The manufacturers (Ebinger, CEIA, Minelab and Vallon) provided up
to one day of training for the operators in proper use of their detectors. The training
was included with the purchase of the detectors by CCMAT. The Schiebel detector
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was added by Colombian officials at the last minute for inclusion in the trial. The
operators had previous experience with the detector and manufacturer training was
not available.
The following describes the steps in the trials:
Select a suitable site.
Mark off an area that is free from metal contamination (or at least minimal
contamination) into two parallel lanes each one metre wide and 35 metres long.
There should be about 20 metres between lanes so that a detector can be used in each
lane without interfering with each other. Vegetation cover over the lane and at least
one-half metre outside the lane should be mowed short.
If there is significant metal contamination, then the metal detectors are used to find
any metal contamination and remove it from the lanes. This should include an area at
least one half meter outside each lane as that area will interfere with targets placed
near lane edges. Use mine tape and wooden stakes to provide a robust perimeter for
the lane.
Use each operator-detector combination to sweep each lane and record the locations
of the detection markers that they place.
Bury the targets at approximately predetermined locations within each lane. The
minimum distance between each target shall be no less than one metre. There should
be several locations where there is between at least two metres between targets.
Measure and record the location, type and depth of each target.
Use each operator-detector combination to sweep each lane and record the locations
of the detection markers that they place.
Analyze the data and present the results in term of probability of detection vs. false
alarm rate.
The location of the lanes, targets within the lanes and the indication markers need to
be measured and recorded for later analysis. In previous trials, personnel used two
tape measures to determine X and Y locations for each target and marker position.
This simple method did work but was labour intensive with a minimum of four people
required: one at the end of each tape holding it to reference one side (X) and one end
(Y) of each lane; one person reading the measurement of each tape; and the fourth
person writing the values in a log book. Measurement errors occurred due to
inaccuracy in tape measurements including errors in reading numerous tape values,
errors in logging those values and errors in entering those values into a computer file
for analysis.
An alternative method was selected to measure trial items and reduce data errors and
personnel required. A surveyor’s total station was set up between lanes and a corner
prism placed over each location was measured using standard land surveyor
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techniques. This method reduced the personnel required to make the measurements
in half and simplified data transfer to a computer without adding errors. The lane
corners were measured. The lanes were then swept with the detectors and markers
placed and measured to identify each detection location. This provided a base line for
background detections. Targets were then buried with a minimum distance of one
metre between each target and their locations were measured. The lanes were swept
again with the operator placing a marker over each location of a detected metal
object.
An operator would start detecting in one lane and place a button marker directly over
the expected location of the buried metal object. After passing down one half of the
lane, another operator would start down the second lane. At the same time, the
surveyor and rod man would start making measurements of the first button placed in
the lane. The surveyor would make the measurement, record in the logbook and
indicate that the rod man should pick up the button and move on to the next one. The
rod man would never get closer than 10 metres from the operator still in the lane. At
the completion of the first lane, the process was repeated for the second lane. The
process was continued over several days until all operator detector lane combinations
had been completed. At the end of each day, the surveyed data were transferred to a
computer. Mains power was not available at one site and the data had to be entered
by hand. A few errors were found where the estimated positions of markers and
targets were not within the lane boundaries. Most of those errors were corrected prior
to the analysis process.
Using the lane boundaries and target locations, the detection markers were evaluated
as true detections when their proximity to a target was no greater than 200mm to a
target. Otherwise, the detection was considered to be a false alarm. The results were
then presented as a plot of probability of detection (PD) versus false alarms per square
metre.
A perfect detector would show 100 percent probability of detection with a zero false
alarm rate. The targets were buried at a variety of depths that ensured that not all
would be detected based on the maximum detection distance in air. Residual metal
contamination ensured that the false alarm rate would be greater that zero.
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2.

Data Analysis.
The detector trials were conducted at three sites. Each site had two 1 metre by 35
metre lanes. Three target types were buried within each lane at a number of depths
ranging from 5 to 35 cm. Target depths were repeated to avoid a problem that might
occur with any particular target being buried unknowingly beside a larger piece of
metal. The number of repetitions of each target depth was dependent upon the time
available to conduct the trials. Approximately six operators were used as variation
does occur between operators.
The distance between detection and target was calculated. There is variation in the
location where operators will place a marker to indicate the buried detected metal.
This distance is approximately the diameter of one sensor head and captures most of
the detections near the targets. Thus, an arbitrary detection halo around each target
was set at 200 mm. Decreasing the halo size does reduce the number of “detections”.
Increasing the halo size to 300 mm diameter only increases the targets detected by a
few counts. The size of the halo must be limited to provide some discrimination
between detection of a target and other detections. Using a surveyor to collect the
position data was considered for this trial after a small trial, conducted at
CCMAT/DRDC Suffield, confirmed that the concept should work. Further, an
experienced operator knowledgeable about operating a total station should provide
data that would be free from the errors associated with manual measurement with tape
measures, manual recording the data, followed by manual data entry into a computer
file.

2.1 Artillery School Base Site
There were several problems associated with the data from the Artillery School Site.
This was the first trial site to use the total station data collection technique and time
and resources should have been provided to permit a preliminary exercise to sort out
technical details before involving the detector operators. In previous trials conducted
by one of the authors, all of the data collection and analysis has been within the
immediate control of those running the trial, which provides immediate feedback on
how well the trial process is working. Certainly, any significant problems are known
and probably solved the same day. Other challenges such as language (most key
participants spoke English or Spanish), trying to arrange meetings in a timely manner
and the distance between Canada and Colombia were significant in complicating what
should have been a straightforward trial. One member of the team performed
translator duties but was often involved with other activities that were related to other
team member duties. Spontaneous conversation with all members of the team was
more difficult and occurred much less freely than in a single language environment.
The data collected by the total station was transferred to a computer file, processed
and presented in a suitable format at the end of the trial day at the surveyor’s office
and was then presented to the authors on following morning. The computer file on
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the floppy diskette from the first trial day could not be opened the following day on
the computer supplied by the Embassy. The surveyor had to return to his office and
provide another file. This added one more day before the data could be reviewed. The
trial site was remote from the surveyor’s premises. It was not feasible to visit the
surveyor’s premises during the evening work as a translator and transportation were
not available. During the last day of the trial that the authors were present, the trial
appeared to be going smoothly. The operators were following the manufacturers’
training, the log sheets were being completed and the surveyor was writing down the
readings and the data reference numbers for each operator-detector-lane pass in a
logbook. This information combined with the log sheets allowed sorting of the raw
position data on the computer for later analysis. At least two entry errors were noted
for position data during an hour of observing recording data but were corrected when
pointed out. Otherwise, it seemed the trial was going well except that there did seem
to be unexplained errors which appeared as rotation of the detection data consistent
with occasionally inadvertently redefining north as shown in Figure 6.
The authors observed the surveyor operation during the trials in Bogotá for less than
4 days. This short time combined with the delays for data availability and analysis
did not allow adequate time to solve these problems prior to departing Bogotá.
Availability of resources and visitor visas valid only for travel as scheduled prohibited
staying to address the problems. As a result, a significant portion of the data collected
from the first trial site is corrupted, likely a result of inadvertent resetting of the North
reference in the total station while the device was not pointed North. There are other
instances where there might be an offset added to the data set for which the cause is
unclear. One target at approximate co-ordinates 105 and 108 is outside the perimeter
of the lane. All targets were buried at least 10 cm inside the edges of the lane. Mine
tape, used to mark the lane sides and ends, was not generally placed with great
accuracy. The straight edges are affected by uneven terrain and by vegetation. If
reference stakes had been measured between each set of lane measurements, it is
likely that corrections could have been made. A request was made from CCMAT that
the surveyor includes this process at subsequent sites. This was not done: however,
inadvertent reference corruption seemed to disappear from the data at subsequent
sites. Two examples of the data corruption appear in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
The lanes were marked, grass cut and then some effort was used to clear the buried
metal contamination which often consisted of bottle cans, food (tin) cans, and other
remnants of picnic or camping activities. Unfortunately, there was not enough
consistency in placing detection markers for the remaining contamination or the
buried targets to use them as reference marks to correct the above noted data
corruption.
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Figure 6. Lane 2 at Artillery School with data that appears corrupted by rotation and offset
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Figure 7. Lane 1 at Artillery School with corrupted data possibly by offset

2.2 Larandia
A similar two-lane layout was established in the Province of Caqueta. The process
conducted at the Artillery School in Bogotá was repeated. Seven operators used one
of the two serial numbers (where available) from each detector manufacturer to sweep
both lanes. One of the serial numbers was used for most of the passes. In one case,
an operator swept the lanes twice to obtain the seven passes. The data from both
serial numbers from each manufacturer were lumped together for analysis. The
targets and their burial depths are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Buried targets and depths at Larandia site

LANE 1
TARGET TARGET BURIED
NUMBER
TYPE DEPTH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL
SMALL

30 Cm.
30 Cm.
20 Cm.
35 Cm.
15 Cm.
25 Cm.
35 Cm.
20 Cm.
10 Cm.
15 Cm.
10 Cm.
05 Cm.
25 Cm.
05 Cm.
20 Cm.
05 Cm.
10 Cm.
15 Cm.

LANE 2
TARGET BURIED
TYPE DEPTH
LARGE
SMALL
MEDIUM
SMALL
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL
LARGE
SMALL
MEDIUM

35
10
25
15
25
30
20
20
10
10
15
25
15
05
20
30
05
05

Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.

The variability of the data from this site is very large. As can be seen in the chart in
Figure 8, statistically all of the detectors performed the same. The range of target
depths was chosen to deliberately bracket the maximum detection distance. The
detection rates are calculated on all the buried targets, which include burial depths
that are not usually detectable based on the maximum detection distance for the
detectors in air. It is the relative performance for each detector type that is
significant. Data from previous trials have usually demonstrated greater separation in
performance and will be discussed in the conclusions and recommendations sections
of this report.
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Figure 8. Lane detection rate vs. false alarms per square metre for the Larandia site where the three
values for each detector include the average and the average plus/minus the standard deviation

2.3 Apiay
A similar two-lane layout was established in the Province of Villavicencio at the Military
Base Apiay. The process conducted at the Artillery School in Bogotá was repeated. Five to
seven operators used one of the two serial numbers (where available) from each detector
manufacturer to sweep both lanes. One of the serial numbers was used for most of the passes.
In one case, only five passes were made in one lane with one detector type. The data from
both serial numbers from each manufacturer and both lanes were lumped together for
analysis. Table 2 contains a list of targets and their burial depths.
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Table 2. Buried targets and depths at Apiay site

LANE 1
TARGET TARGET BURIED
NUMBER
TYPE DEPTH
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

MEDIUM
SMALL
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
SMALL
SMALL
LARGE
MEDIUM
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
LARGE
SMALL

15
20
15
25
20
10
05
10
35
35
30
05
30
05
10
20
25
15

Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.
Cm.

LANE 2
TARGET BURIED
TYPE DEPTH
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
MEDIUM
MEDIUM
LARGE
SMALL
SMALL
MEDIUM
SMALL
LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
LARGE
LARGE
MEDIUM
LARGE
SMALL

05 Cm.
25 Cm.
30 Cm.
10 Cm.
30 Cm.
05 Cm.
10 Cm.
05 Cm.
15 Cm.
15 Cm.
10 Cm.
35 Cm.
35 Cm.
15 Cm.
25 Cm.
20 Cm.
20 Cm.
20 Cm.

The variability of the data from this site is also very large. As can be seen in Figure
9, statistically all of the detectors performed the same. The parameters for the Apiay
site are consistent with those at Larandia in Figure 8. Data from previous trials have
usually demonstrated greater separation in performance and will be discussed in the
conclusions and recommendations sections of this report.
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Figure 9. Lane detection rate vs. false alarms per square metre for the Larandia site where the three
values for each detector include the average and the average plus/minus the standard deviation

2.4 Sitio Niquia
Administrative inability to clarify and determine funding responsibilities between the
Canadian Embassy in Bogotá and CCMAT resulted in the absence of the surveyor
and equipment. The data was measured using a magnetic compass and a tape
measure at “Sitio Niquia”. This data was deemed to have inadequate measurement
accuracy to be useful for detector evaluation. The longest distance measured was
14.41 metres at an angle with one-degree resolution. Less than 0.030 degrees
difference occurs in the extended angle to chart a one-centimetre difference between
coordinates of (15,8) metre and (15,8.01) metres.
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3.

Conclusions

3.1 Trial procedure
This trial used a novel method of collecting position (x-y) data for analysis of metal
detector performance. The rate of detection and false alarms per square metre were
calculated from the lane area and detection marker proximity to various target types at
several depths. A surveyor laser-based “total station” demonstrated it is capable of
providing significant improvements in data collection compared to the method of two
tape measures used by CCMAT in previous trials. The use of the total station reduced
the number of personnel by at least two and with a few exceptions did not introduce
the errors typical of logging many numbers manually. However, care must be
exercised in operating the total station and surveyors must be familiar with its
operation and the trial requirements well in advance of the trial. For example, there is
a function built into the instrument that establishes a North reference. If it is
inadvertently activated, the data are rotated by the angular difference between the
usual North reference and the direction in which the device was pointing when a new
reference was established. Thus, the operator must determine a suitable set-up
procedure for the start of each day’s of measurements, frequently taking
measurements of four reference positions and taking care to avoid any action that
could corrupt the measurement data. The trial director and trial analysis personnel
should be involved during this period. In the case of the Colombian trial, language
barriers, time constraints, a lack of a streamlined method of data conversion, data
transfer problems between computers using Microsoft software products, and a
surveyor technician of insufficient skills for the trials all contributed to data
corruption at the first trial site. Improved methods for future metal detector trials
utilizing a total station for data collection are explained in Annex A.
At “Sitio Niquia”, due to lack of surveyor and equipment, location errors were too
large to make the data useful for further analysis.

3.2 Operator performance and safety
It was hoped that the number of operators using all of the detectors in all of the lanes
would provide some insight to variations of operators. Since the authors were not
present for the trials and the Colombian project officer confirmed that the operators
were using the detectors as they would in real mine lanes, further comments cannot be
made on the process of the trials themselves. However, there are some observations
that can be made. There was a wide variation in the performance of operators for
each detector type. That provides strong evidence that there is a wide variation in the
performance of these operators in searching for land mines. That means that the
overall effectiveness of some of these operators is significantly less that it could be
and their safety may be in jeopardy. Training, standard operating procedures and
personnel ability should be reviewed.
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3.3 Detector Recommendations
The goal of the trial was to identify the best detector(s) for use in Colombia. Despite
the difficulties described in subsection 3.1 reasonable data were obtained at two sites
(Larandia and Apiay). Unfortunately, the results from these two sites do not show
any statistically significant separation in performance between the detectors
investigated. Consequently, no recommendation as to the best detector(s) for use in
Colombia could be made based solely on the results of this trial.
However, CCMAT was involved previously in Afghanistan (2000), as well as IPPTC
detector trials in Cambodia and Croatia (2001). These trials and internal trials by
DRDC Suffield (including tests in Australia) have shown, with few exceptions, that
the Minelab F1A4 detector excels at detecting small targets buried in difficult soils.
In the trials in Australia (October 2002), the CEIA detector performed well in benign
soils; however, it became unusable over one type of difficult soil. The Vallon VMH2
generally performed well in benign soils, but performed less well in difficult soils.
No Ebinger or other makes of detectors were evaluated in Australia due to poorer
performance in past tests.
Worldwide many operators use detectors other than the Minelab F1A4 (CMAC), such
as the Schiebel AN19/2, Vallon, and Ebinger models with which they are much more
familiar. None the less, DRDC Suffield has found that the Minelab F1A4 (CMAC) is
the best detector for use where there are problem soils. Although additional time is
required to train and familiarize operators in this detector’s use, it is worth the effort.
The Minelab F1A4 (CMAC) has been used for humanitarian demining in Cambodia,
which has problem soils, since 1996. Given the difficult soils in Colombia, the
Minelab F1A4 would be the best choice for mine detection in that country.
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Annex A
Recommended Methods for Future Trials using a
Surveyor Total Station
As a result of the experience acquired during the metal detector trials conducted in
Colombia, the following procedures are recommended when a surveyor total station is
used to collect position data. Time should be scheduled prior to the beginning of the
trial for training and process verification when a new surveyor or equipment new to
this type of work is selected for position-data collection. It can be expected to take up
to three days or longer dependent on location of a practice area and other computer
sites, transit time etc. The detailed methods and rationales are:
1. Select a suitable surveyor and equipment for measurement accuracy better than
plus/minus 0.35 cm. A corner prism on a low profile holder, similar to Figure 5
will also be required for all measurements. The surveyor should understand the
importance of data accuracy because unlike land surveys that can be revisited by
the surveyor independent of others, trial sites are often remote and in several
locations. The trial personnel are often selected for certain skills and abilities and
are only available for the scheduled trial period due to other commitments. The
trials will not be repeated.
2. Select suitable computers in co-operation with the surveyor for subsequent
transfer of total station electronic data transfer and analysis including hardware
details (data transfer cables, battery operation, etc.), software (file compatibility,
analysis, archiving, etc.) and trial, office, and lodging, proximity (provide sameday data analysis). Batteries must be available for all equipment as required to
allow data collection and transfer with minimal interruption to the trial. Alternate
power source(s) should be available to prevent delays during the trial where local
mains power is not reliable. It would be desirable to allow transfer of the data
stored in the total station to the same computer that will be used for analysis thus
avoiding additional file transfers. Data could be transferred from the Total
Station once, twice or more for each trial day. Data integrity can be confirmed
using an easy-to-operate display software routine that would plot lane boundaries,
target locations (if present), and data markers. (A custom software program may
be required depending upon the capabilities of the program used to download the
data.) This should be conducted immediately after the transfer from the Total
Station before its data is erased. A first look at a data file would show that all
targets or markers are within lane boundaries unless other wise noted. Target
locations and marker distribution would have a reasonable distribution within
each lane. Any errors in the process could be identified and corrected. Parts of
the trial could be repeated to obtain valid data where time was available.
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3. Record important information in the surveyor’s logbook. Measurements stored in
a Total Station have sequential reference or serial numbers that provide a cross
reference to each data point within a large block of electronic data. It is vital that
these along with all other related information be recorded to ensure that, during
analysis, complete understanding of every collected data point is available. The
minimum recorded in the logbook should include the following critical
information:
a. Site location, date, time at start and end of day, and total station local
reference location (i.e. benchmark), and global positioning system
(GPS) position if known.
b. Lane number and data values for lane corners and related data serial
numbers.
c. Data values for references and related data serial numbers.
d. Lane number and data values for target positions, depths, and related
data serial numbers.
e. Lane number and data values for placed detection markers including,
operator’s name, and detector make (including model and serial
number) and related data serial numbers.
f.

Any information such as disturbance, wrong function (redefine North
or benchmark location, bad measurement, etc.) or malfunction (dead
battery, etc) of the total station shall also be recorded.

g. Any other data values as measured including related data serial
numbers and information describing repeated, unintended, erroneous,
or any other measurements not described above.
4. Conduct the initial site and lane set-up prior to recording measurements. Using
standard surveyor skills, assist in creating the proper lane size and shape by
placing non-metallic stakes at the corners of each lane. Line of sight must be
maintained between the total station and a corner prism placed ground anywhere
within the lanes, the corner markers, and references. The lanes are generally
parallel to each other and separated by enough distance to allow use of a detector
in each lane without causing interference between them. The position of the total
station is approximately at the geometric centre between the two lanes.
5. Provide absolute reference locations. Four additional reference location stakes
shall be placed five to ten metres outside the corners of an area that includes both
lanes and the total station. These references shall be located, fenced or marked
and avoided (by personnel, animals, vehicles, etc.) to remain undisturbed for the
duration of the trial except while measuring their locations. The relative position
of these references with respect to the lanes should be non-symmetrical to remove
ambiguity about the orientation of the references, lanes, targets and markers.
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Alternately, the total station could be placed 0.5 to 1.0 metres closer to one lane
than the other or 1 to 2 metres closer to one end on the lanes than the other.
6. Measure and record the reference locations related to the total station location.
The reference locations shall be the first recorded measurements at the start of the
day and the last made at the end of the day. In addition, there shall be reference
location measurements made and recorded before and after:
a. Measurement and confirmation of the lane corner locations.
b. Target burial and measurements in each lane.
c. Measurement of detection markers in each lane following a complete
operator-detector pass through a lane.
d. Any other reason where the surveyor or trial director believes that
something changed that may affect the data integrity.
When the measurements are continuing and the system set-up has not changed the
post reference measurement for one set can also be the pre-reference measurement for
the following set.
7. Conduct the daily Total Station and site set-up prior to recording measurements.
Using standard surveyor skills, confirm that lane corner stake positions and
references are unchanged or assist in replacing them at the start of each day.
8. Measure and record the references and the two mine-lane boundaries by
measuring the corner stakes of each lane with a total relative position error of less
than plus/minus 0.5 cm. Measure and record the reference again. This should be
repeated at the start of each day.
9. In preparation for target burial, using standard surveyor skills assist in locating
the approximate target location within each lane as predetermined by the trial
director. Several target types might be buried in each lane. Each target type will
be buried at several depths. Any target may be buried at the same depth more than
once in each lane. The location of each target location will be measured just prior
to final burial. The position will be recorded along with the lane number, a
description of the target, burial depth and the data serial number. Ensure
references are measured before and after the targets in each lane. When
recovering the targets at the end of the trial at a site, carefully uncover the targets
without disturbing their location. Repeat the process of measuring the target
locations, depths and references.
10. Measure and record the detection marker locations after an operator has
completed one pass with one detector in one of the lanes. Ensure that the
references are measured and recorded before and after detection marker
measurements in each lane. Record the details of operator name, lane number,
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detector details, and start and end data serial numbers from the Total Station.
Repeat for all lane-operator-detector combinations.
11. Transfer the data from the Total Station to another computer as required. Record
the file names and other available information to track and maintain complete
understanding of the data. Verify the integrity of the data prior to erasing the
information from the Total Station. Archive the data to protect against hard drive
failure, etc. The data used for analysis consists of:
a. Reference locations to confirm data integrity and assist in possible
data corrections.
b. Lane boundaries that can be used to calculate lane area.
c. Target locations.
d. Detection markers placed by each operator-detector combination.
e. Any other recorded comments and observations by each operator
while using each detector.
12. The data should be then imported into a program such as Microsoft Excel and
converted into Cartesian coordinates while keeping each lane and operatordetector data set separate. Additional information will need to be entered and
merged into the spreadsheets since operator names, detector make and models,
etc. will not have been transferred with the Total Station data. Calculate the
distance between each marker and each target. Test if the distance is less than a
suitable detection halo radius (200mm) then the target was “detected”. Count the
number of targets where one or more markers were inside the halo for that target.
This number divided by the total number of targets is the rate of detection. The
rate of other detections is obtained by counting the number of other (nondetection) markers and divide by the area of the lane. The variance of the data
can be calculated to assist in understanding the statistical relevance of the data.
This can be further applied to all lanes at each site for operator-detector
combinations.
13. Additional annoyances may occur. Computer monitors that are not viewable in
ambient light conditions, operating system set-ups regarding language support,
etc.
The above describes details pertinent to the data collection. Other details specific to the
operation of the total station are generally part of the skills and abilities of a surveyor and the
specific equipment. Other aspects of metal detector trials can be found at Ref.18.
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Annex B
An Exercise for Total Station Methods Verification
1. Randomly place five 5-10 cm. long stakes (for targets) inside each lane. They
should not protrude more that 2 cm. above the ground. Record the lane number
and measure the location of the centre of the first target (stake) without disturbing
its position. Record the target type (stake number), depth (stake number), and
each related data serial number in the logbook. Repeat for remaining four targets
in that lane. Measure and record the four reference locations. Repeat for the other
lane including entries in the logbook followed by measuring the references.
2. Place ten ‘detection markers’ inside each lane without disturbing the targets
(stakes). The centre of the first marker shall be 5 cm. from the centre of the first
target. The next four markers will be at 10, 15, 20, and 25 cm. respectfully from
the other 4 stakes. Only the target-marker distance matters for the first five as
long as the markers stay inside the lane. Randomly place the other 5 markers
inside the lane at least one half metre from other targets (stakes) or markers
without disturbing them. Record the name of the operator who placed the
markers, detector make and serial number, and the lane number. Measure the
location of each marker without disturbing any markers or targets. Log the
position for the each marker and the range of related data serial numbers. Do not
disturb the positions of the markers. Measure and record the four reference
locations. Repeat for the second lane including entries in the logbook and a
measurement of the reference positions at the end. The targets (stakes) and
markers are normally removed immediately after measurement, but for this
exercise, they will be left in place until the data collection process has been
confirmed to work.
3. Repeat the measurements so that the lane positions, target positions and marker
data can be compared for accuracy and repeatability. Now add one additional
marker to each lane no closer than one-half metre from other targets and markers.
Measure and record the four reference stakes including related data point serial
number range. Measure and record the corners of the lanes including related data
point serial number range. Measure and record the marker positions inside each
lane including related data point serial number range.
4. Download the data from the Total Station, check for data integrity, and analyze
the data for probability of detection and false alarm rate.
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Annex C
Summary of the Magnetic Susceptibility
Measurements of Colombian Soil
The Colombian authorities provided fourteen soil samples from various areas within
Colombia. Measurements of these samples were made Monday April 22, 2002 in the
Canadian Embassy. The instrument used was the Bartington MS2 meter with the
Bartington MS2B dual frequency sensor. The sensor uses 10 mL containers to hold
the soil samples while they are being measured. A large difference in readings
between the low and high frequencies indicates that there may be extremely fine iron
particles in the sample.
The SI setting was selected so that the meter would measure Volume Magnetic
Susceptibility−a dimensionless number. A reading from the meter in the 0 to 20 range
indicates little problem for metal detectors. A reading of 20 to 30 indicates very slight
problems, and upwards of 30 the difficulty increases. Above 50, serious problems will
exist for some detectors.
A total of 14 soil samples were measured. These samples were collected from various
areas of Colombia, different locations within five separate Departments. The samples
are listed below with the sample number and package letter assigned during the
measurements, its origin and sample depth and weight (where provided), a description
of the soil and the readings taken from the MS2 meter (dimensionless SI 10-9 units).
Sample #1 (Package A )
Muestra No. 1
Departmento Caqueta
Ciudad Florencia
Corregimiento Venecia
Profundidad 30 centimetros
Slightly damp clumped soil which required light pressure to pack into
container.
Low Frequency Reading 312. High Frequency Reading 311.
Sample #2 (Package A)
Muestra No.
Departmento Caqueta
Ciudad Florencia
Vereda El Carano
Profundidad 30 centimetros.
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Slightly damp clumped soil large chunks, required medium pressure to pack
into container.
Low Frequency Reading 324. High Frequency Reading 321.
Sample #3 (Package B)
Departmento Quindio
Ciudad Municipio de Pijac
Vereda La Quiebra
Localidad Parte Alta de La Cordillera Central
Sector Donde Fue Tomada La Muestra
Parte Alta del cerro la Quiebra a una
Profundidad 50 centimetros
Very dark wet soil that was scooped up with the container.
Low Frequency Reading 33. High Frequency Reading 32.
Sample #4 (Package B2)
Departmento Quindio
Ciudad Municipio de Calarca
Vereda La Linea
Localidad Base Militar de Companario
Secto Donde Fue Tomada La Muestra
Parte Alta del cerro de Campanerio a una
Profundidad 65 centimetros
Dark brown wet soil with some sand texture.
Low Frequency Reading 146. High Frequency Reading 144.
Sample #5 (Package C)
Muestra #1
Departmento de Santander
Municipio de Piedecuesta
Vereda Llano de Palmas
Secto Las Lajas
Profundidad 0.50m
Hard clumps of soil.
Low Frequency Reading 16. High Frequency Reading 16.
Sample #6 (Package C)
Muestra #2
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Departmento de Santander
Municipio de Floridablanca
Vereda Helechales
Finca La Villa
Profundidad 0.50m
Dark red dry soil.
Low Frequency Reading 25. High Frequency Reading 25.
Sample #7 (Package C)
Muestra #3
Departmento de Santander
Municipio de Rionegro
Vereda Villapaz
Secto Puente Tabla
Profundidad 0.50m
Tan, dusty soil.
Low Frequency Reading 306. High Frequency Reading 304.
Sample #8 (Package C)
Muestra #4
Departmento de Santander
Municipio de Lebrija
Vereda Cantabria
Secto el Tejo
Profundidad 0.50m
Yellowish tan, fine with rocks.
Low Frequency Reading 12. High Frequency Reading 12.
Sample #9 (Package D-1)
Department of Atlantico
Damp sand.
Low Frequency Reading 41. High Frequency Reading 40.
Sample #10 (Package D-2)
Department of Atlantico
Damp sand.
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Low Frequency Reading 50. High Frequency Reading 49.
Sample #11 (Package E)
Departmento Antioquia
Municipio Bello- NiQui
Sitio Los Pinoj
Profundidad 50 cms, Peso 1 kg approx
High quality loam, damp.
Low Frequency Reading 742. High Frequency Reading 729.
Sample #12 (Package F)
Departmento Antioquia
Municipio Santa Barbara
Vereda Buena Vista
Sitio La Ejcuela
Profundidad 50 cms, Peso 1 kg approx
Jet black loam, damp.
Low Frequency Reading 103. High Frequency Reading 99.
Sample #13 (Package G)
Departmento Antioquia
Municipio Santa Barbara
Vereda El Guayabo
Sitio Tang’ de agua
Profundidad 01 mt, Peso 1 kg approx
Mid brown loam, damp – wet.
Low Frequency Reading 43. High Frequency Reading 43.
Sample #14 (Package H)
Departmento Antioquia
Municipio Barbosa
Vereda Chorreras
Sitio Planta de aqua Fabrica Tejicondor
Profundidad 50 cmts, Peso 1 kg approx
Brown, damp – wet.
Low Frequency Reading 32. High Frequency Reading 30.
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Department of National Defence
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Canadian Centre for Mine Action Technologies
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